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Why People Die by SuicideHarvard University Press, 2007
In the wake of a suicide, the most troubling questions are invariably the most difficult to answer: How could we have known? What could we have done? And always, unremittingly: Why? Written by a clinical psychologist whose own life has been touched by suicide, this book offers the clearest account ever given of why some people choose to die.
...
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Therapeutic Management of Incontinence and Pelvic Pain: Pelvic Organ DisordersSpringer, 2007

	This 2nd revised edition covers management and treatment of bladder and bowel dysfunctions in men and women, pelvic organ prolapse, issues concerning the elderly, neurologically impaired patients and those with pelvic pain. New chapters cover quality of life, treatment of bladder and bowel dysfunction in children, the history of pelvic floor...
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Coming Full Circle: The Seneca Nation of Indians, 1848–1934 (Volume 17) (New Directions in Native American Studies Series)University of Oklahoma Press, 2019

	
		The disastrous Buffalo Creek Treaty of 1838 called for the Senecas’ removal to Kansas (then part of the Indian Territory). From this low point, the Seneca Nation of Indians, which today occupies three reservations in western New York, sought to rebound. Beginning with events leading to the Seneca Revolution in 1848, which...
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How to Make Anyone Fall in Love With YouContemporary Books, 1996
Hard to believe anything other than luck and maybe fate, never  mind a book, can make someone fall in love with you, but oddly enough,  Leil Lowndes seems to offer the advice that can do just that in How  to Make Anyone Fall in Love with You. The sensation of falling in  love comes from a chemical secreted by the nervous system,...
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Infectious Diseases in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Fifth EditionInforma Healthcare, 2003
Currently in its fifth edition, the award winning Infectious Diseases in Obstetrics and Gynecology is the text against which all other books on this subject are measured. The book focuses on how infectious diseases impact women, both pregnant and non-pregnant, the unborn fetus, and the neonate. Section one covers basic concepts and antibiotic...
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Sophia Loren: Moulding the StarIntellect, 2009

	
		
			In films from Houseboat to The Millionairess to Two Women, Sophia Loren established herself as an actress whose stardom spanned Italy, Europe, and finally Hollywood. Hers was a highly original rise to fame for a European film actress, and in Sophia Loren, Pauline Small highlights a unique career which transcended...
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250 HTML and Web Design SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Do more than you ever thought possible with HTML, the most commonly used language of the Web! Packed with insider tips, tricks, timesavers, and workarounds, this unique guide shows you how to make the most of the methods and techniques you need to make fun and exciting Web pages. From streamlining the design process to improving a site’s...
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Beginning Scripting Through Game CreationCourse Technology PTR, 2008
"Beginning Scripting Through Game Creation" teaches basic programming concepts using simple games as examples. The book is an introduction to scripting, focusing on logic, event handling, and application development using HTML and JavaScript, with some discussion of other programming languages. Functions, variables, objects, and events...
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The Philosophy of MoneyRoutledge, 2004
'I have lost interest ... in all that I have written prior to The Philosophy of Money. This one is really my book, the others appear to me colourless and seem as if they could have been written by anyone else.' - Georg Simmel to Heinrich Rickert (1904)
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Information, Technology and Control in a Changing World: Understanding Power Structures in the 21st Century (International Political Economy Series)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book explores the interconnected ways in which the control of knowledge has become central to the exercise of political, economic, and social power. Building on the work of International Political Economy scholar Susan Strange, this multidisciplinary volume features experts from political science, anthropology, law, criminology,...
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National Security (Information Plus Reference Series)Gale, 2007
National Security is part of the Information Plus Reference Series. The purpose of each volume of the series is to present the latest facts on a topic of pressing concern in modern American life. These topics include today’s most controversial and most studied social issues: abortion, capital punishment, care for the elderly, crime, the...
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The Biggest Secret: The Book That Will Change the World (Updated Second Edition)David Icke Books, 1999

	David Icke's most powerful and explosive book so far. Every man, woman and child on the planet is affected by the stunning information that Icke exposes. He reveals in documented detail, how the same interconnecting bloodlines have controlled the planet for thousands of years. How they created all the major religions and suppressed the...
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